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Pharmaserv
Unparalleled

An intuitive pharmacy management system with integrated
clinical services for maximum efficiency and reliability

Reliability
and
Security

4 Integrate clinical
programs

4 Maximize

productivity,
reduce costs, and
increase profits

4 Improve patient
outcomes

Pharmaserv gives you complete control
of your data.
An intuitive, fully integrated pharmacy management system,
Pharmaserv gives you complete control of your pharmacy data
and scales with the growth of your business.
With Pharmaserv, you can do more with existing resources and
can help expand your services to include long-term care, specialty
medication dispensing and clinical programs. Not to mention
manage operations across multiple stores on a single platform.
Fully integrated right in to Pharmaserv’s workflow, our clinical
services allow you to choose from a complete suite of pre-configured
or custom-built programs to help you provide better patient care.
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With the power of Pharmaserv you can:
• Identify clinical opportunities and build better relationships with your
patients through increased communication.

Integrated Patient Engagement
& Clinical Service

• Document patient interactions and activities.
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• Create your own clinical programs or integrate stand-alone programs
geared toward your patients’ needs to drive healthy outcomes, improve
medication adherence and increase pharmacy efficiency.

Clinical Programs
Solution (CPS)
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• Deliver a cost-effective and convenient Med Sync program for your
patients to improve prescription adherence.

Adherence Performance
Solution (APS)
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Patient Communication
Solution (PCS)
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Med Sync
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Mobile Delivery
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Intelligent Prior
Authorization (IPA)
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Medication Therapy
Management

Increase productivity and manage your operations with
easy-to-use tools:
• Maintain and update medication inventory with the integrated inventory
management module to regularly monitor utilization and turnover.
• Gain valuable insights on claims, patients, prescribers and products with
comprehensive reporting and analysis of your pharmacy data.
• Activate pharmacy workflow, multi-location support, point of sale and
perpetual inventory modules to help drive efficiency and reduce costs in
your pharmacy.
• Diversify into alternative services like long-term care, compounding and
specialty medications to help boost revenue and profitability.
• Reduce 40-70% of call volume by integrating Pharmaserv’s Interactive
Voice Response (IVR) capabilities with physician specific refill lines and
enhanced reporting and playback capabilities.

Enjoy peace of mind with unparalleled reliability and
security:
• Pharmaserv’s distributed system allows you to keep control of your
pharmacy’s data to maintain security by leveraging an on-site server with
available data-back up services provided by McKesson.
• Minimize data entry and protect data integrity with modular components
that operate on a common database.

narrow networks
“As
grow, pharmacies will
benefit by providing
the ability to deliver
effective medication
adherence support to
patients. Pharmaserv’s
integrated medication
synchronization and
clinical services can help
you deliver this support
and prove your value to
networks.

”

When you choose Pharmaserv, you choose a proven pharmacy management
system trusted by more than 1,400 pharmacies. You also choose a platform
backed by McKesson, the leader in pharmacy management systems and one of
the largest pharmaceutical wholesalers in the U.S. to help you run a successful
business now and long into the future.
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